
BroadData Web Meetings Zoom

Full White Label Solution

Integration with  
company domain

Unlimited branding  
and account customization

Dynamic room layouts

In App Multi-Channel streaming

Access on mobile browsers                 (Application needed)

Easy browser access (Web client or 
application needed)*

Presence Manager

Customizable  
Personal Room link

Customized registration process

Email & SMS invitations
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*Zoom web client has limited features and works best on Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Chromium Edge



Build your own enterprise communication 
and collaboration platform

Why should you choose BroadData Web Meetings?

EXTREMELY EASY TO USE 
No downloads. Zero installation 

required, simply click the link and 
you’re in. Works on every device and 

operating system.

UNLIMITED CUSTOMIZATION
Add or remove features as needed. 
Brand your webinar with your logo 

and colors, keeping the focus on your 
company. Change room layouts to 

options that suit you.

EVERYTHING UNDER YOUR 
DOMAIN 
When everything is under your own 
domain, you can have a seamless 
and personalized platform for all your 
real time communication needs. 

FLEXIBLE AND TRANSPARENT 
PRICING  
All our benefits and features are 
presented in transparent packages 
so that you know exactly what you’re 
paying for. 

. eel as safe as if you were in a Swiss bank. Our solution is secure, reliable, and proven in action. We provide 
multiple levels of security for tasks that range from scheduling meetings to authenticating participants to 

sharing documents. 

With our white label solution, you have endless opportunities to create your own communication platform 
with your company branding and the features you want - all under your domain. 

How secure is BroadData Web Meetings?

We use industry standard SSL and HTTPS 
encryption. 

Communications are established via  
256-bit TLS encryption, all shared content 
is encrypted via AES-256 encryption.   

GDPR compliant. Verified agreement with Amazon 
and infrastructures providers. 

 To enhance login security you can use SSO 
in SAML 2.0 standard.




